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Abstract
This paper is concerned with categorical structures for reversible computation. In particular, we focus on a typed, functional
reversible language based on Theseus. We discuss how join inverse rig categories do not in general capture pattern-matching, the
core construct Theseus uses to enforce reversibility. We then derive a categorical structure to add to join inverse rig categories in
order to capture pattern-matching. We show how such a structure makes an adequate model for reversible pattern-matching.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we are concerned with the semantics of reversible programming languages. The idea of reversible
computation comes from Landauer and Bennett [1,2] with the analysis of its expressivity, and the relationship
between irreversible computing and dissipation of energy. This lead to an interest in reversible computation [3,4], both with a low-level approach [5,6,7], and from a high-level perspective [8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16].
Reversible programming lies on the latter side of the spectrum, and two main approaches have been followed.
Embodied by Janus [8,9,17,10] and later R-CORE and R-WHILE [18], the first one focuses on imperative
languages whose control flow is inherently reversible —the main issue with this aspect being tests and loops.
The other approach is concerned with the design of functional languages with structured data and related caseanalysis, or pattern-matching [14,15,12,13,16]. To ensure reversibility, strong constraints have to be established
on the pattern-matching in order to maintain reversibility.
In general, reversible computation captures partial injective maps [18] from inputs to outputs, or, equivalently in this paper, partial isomorphisms. Indeed, from a computational perspective reversibility is understood
as a time-local property: if each time-step of the execution of the computation can soundly be reversed, there
is no overall condition on the global behavior of the computation. In particular, this does not say anything
about termination: a computation seen as a map from inputs to outputs might very well be partial, as some
inputs may trigger a (global) non-terminating behavior.
The categorical analysis of partial injective maps have been thoroughly analyzed since 1979, first by
Kastl [19], and then by Cockett and Lack [20,21,22]. This led to the development of inverse category: a
category equipped with an inverse operator in which all morphisms have partial inverses and are therefore
reversible. The main aspect of this line of research is that partiality can have a purely algebraic description:
one can introduce a restriction operator on morphisms, associating to a morphism a partial identity on its
domain.
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This categorical framework has recently been put to use to develop the semantics of specific reversible
programming constructs and concrete reversible languages: analysis of recursion in the context of reversibility [23,24,25], formalization of reversible flowchart languages [26,27], analysis of side-effects [28,29], etc. Interestingly enough however, the adequacy of the developed categorical constructs with reversible functional
programming languages has been seldom studied. For instance, if Kaarsgaard et al. [30] mention Theseus
as a potential use-case, they do not discuss it in details. So far, the semantics of functional and applicative
reversible languages has always been done in concrete categories of partial isomorphisms [25,31].
In particular, one important aspect that has not been addressed yet in detail is the categorical interpretation of pattern-matching. If pattern-matching can be added to reversible imperative languages [18], it is
particularly relevant in the context of functional languages where it is one of the core construct needed for
manipulating structured data. This is for instance emphasized by the several existing languages making use
of it [14,15,12,16,13,32]. In the literature, pattern-matching has either been considered in the context of a
Set-based semantics [18], or more generally in categorical models making heavy use of rig structures [33] or
co-products [25,31] to represent it. If such rich structures are clearly enough to capture pattern-matching, we
claim that they are too coarse, and that a weaker structure is enough for characterizing pattern-matching.
Contributions.
In this paper, we make a proposal for a general categorical interpretation of pattern-matching in the context
of inverse categories, without having to rely on external structure such as coproducts. More specifically, we
study the categorical semantics of a typed, linear and reversible language in the style of Theseus [12]. We
develop and discuss pattern-matching categories: a categorical construction shown to be sufficient to model the
pattern-matching at the heart of the operational semantics of the language. In particular, in this category we
can mimic the notion of clauses and values to be matched against them, without to have to rely on coproducts.
We conclude the paper with a proof that pattern-matching categories make adequate models for the considered
language, thus confirming the validity of the approach.
This paper is organized as follows: first, in Section 2 we present the language based on [13], its type system
and rewriting system along with the usual safety properties. We then give some reminder on inverse categories
and set the theoretical background for the rest of the paper in Section 3. Basic knowledge in category theory
is assumed. Finally, sections 4 and 5 are focused on the categorical semantics of the language. The proofs are
available in the appendix.

2

The language

In this section, we present a small, formal reversible functional programming language in the like of Theseus [12]
and its later developments [13,32]. The core feature of Theseus is to define reversible control-flow using
pattern-matching. Doing so elegantly bridges functional programming and reversible computation in a typed
manner: well-typed, terminating programs describe isomorphisms between types. In previous —untyped—
approaches [14], pattern-matching was simply considered as one language feature among many, without any
special attention devoted to it, and the reversible aspect was taken care of separately. On the contrary, Theseus
uses pattern matching as the core feature to make the language reversible.
In the context of a typed pattern-matching, the compiler can easily verify two crucial properties: (i) nonoverlapping patterns in clauses, ensuring deterministic behavior, and (ii) exhaustive coverage of a datatype
with the patterns, ensuring totality. In [13], these properties are shown sufficient to produce a simple first-order
reversible programming language. In this paper we relax the constraints on exhaustivity, making it possible to
define partial functions.
2.1

Terms and Types

The language we focus on in this paper is a weakened version of the language presented in [13, Sec.2]. In
particular, we allow non-exhaustive pattern-matching and enum types. The language is typed and consists of
two layers: values and functions (called “isos” in [13]). It is parametrized by a set of enum types (spanned by
α) and their constant values (spanned by cα ). The language whose only type α is the unit-type with one single
unit constant will be called the minimal language.
(Value types) a, b ::=
(Iso types)
T ::=

α | a⊕b | a⊗b
a↔b

(Values)
(Functions)
(Terms)

cα | x | injl v | injr v | hv1 , v2 i
{ | v1 ↔ v10 | . . . | vn ↔ vn0 }
v | ωt

v ::=
ω ::=
t ::=
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The language comes with two kinds of judgments, one for terms and one for functions (or isos). We denote
typing contexts as ∆, they stand for sets of typed variables x1 : a1 , . . . , xn : an . We then write ∆ `v t : a for a
well-typed term and `ω ω : a ↔ b for a well-typed function.
Beside the linearity aspect (used to ensure injectivity), the typing rules for terms are standard. The typing
judgment of a term is valid if it can be derived from the following rules.

`v cα : α,

∆1 `v v1 : a ∆2 `v v2 : b
∆1 , ∆2 `v hv1 , v2 i : a ⊗ b.

x : a `v x : a,

∆ `v v : a
∆ `v injl v : a ⊕ b,

∆ `v v : b
∆ `v injr v : a ⊕ b,

`v t : a `ω ω : a ↔ b
`v ω t : b

In particular, while a value can have free variables, a term is always closed. This difference is explained by the
fact that values are used as patterns in clauses. The typing rule for isos is as follows.
∆1 `v v1 : a
∆1 `v v10

:b

...

∆n `v vn : a

∀i 6= j, vi ⊥vj

∆n `v vn0

∀i 6= j, vi0 ⊥vj0

:b

`ω { | v1 ↔ v10 | . . . | vn ↔ vn0 } : a ↔ b,

(1)

The rule relies on the condition that both left- and right-hand-side patterns in clauses are orthogonal, enforcing
non-overlapping. The rules for deriving orthogonality of values (or patterns) are the following.
cα =
6 dα
cα ⊥ dα
v1 ⊥ v2
injl v1 ⊥ injl v2

injl v1 ⊥ injr v2
v1 ⊥ v2
injr v1 ⊥ injr v2

injr v1 ⊥ injl v2

v1 ⊥ v2
v1 ⊥ v2
hv, v1 i ⊥ hv 0 , v2 i hv1 , vi ⊥ hv2 , v 0 i

Left and right injections generates disjoint subsets of values, and distinct constants of an enum type α are
orthogonal.
2.2

Operational semantics

The language is equipped with a simple call-by-value operational semantics on terms based on matching and
substitution. We recall the formalization proposed in [13], with the notion of valuation: partial map from a
finite set of variables (the support) to a set of values. We denote the matching of a value w against a pattern
v and its associated valuation σ as σ[v] = w. It is defined as follows.

σ[cα ] = cα

σ = {x 7→ v}
σ[x] = v

σ[v] = w
σ[injl v] = injl w

σ[v] = w
σ[injr v] = injr w

σ1 [v2 ] = w2 supp(σ1 ) ∩ supp(σ2 ) = ∅ σ = σ1 ∪ σ2
σ[hv1 , v2 i] = hw1 , w2 i
Whenever σ is a valuation whose support contains the variables of v, we write σ(v) for the value where the
variables of v have been replaced with the corresponding values in σ, as follows:
σ2 [v1 ] = w1

•
•
•
•
•

σ(cα ) = cα ,
σ(x) = v if {x 7→ v} ⊆ σ,
σ(injl v) = injl σ(v),
σ(injr v) = injr σ(v),
σ(hv1 , v2 i) = hσ(v1 ), σ(v2 )i.

Definition 2.1 (Reduction) The reduction → is then defined as the smallest relation such that ω t → ω t0
whenever t → t0 and such that, provided that σ[vi ] = v, the redex
{ | v1 ↔ v10 | . . . | vn ↔ vn0 } v
3
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reduces to σ(vi0 ). As usual, we write s → t to say that s rewrites in one step to t and s →∗ t to say that s
rewrites to t in 0 or more steps.
2.3

Properties

The language satisfies usual safety properties, and, although not necessarily total, functions are indeed reversible. In this section we formalize these results.
Remark 2.2 The reduction is deterministic: if s → t and s → t0 then t = t0 .
Because of the conditions set on patterns in the typing rule of isos, the rewrite system is deterministic. Note
that, since we do not impose exhaustivity, the reduction might get stuck. Nonetheless, the following properties
hold [13].
2

Lemma 2.3 (Subject reduction) If `v s : a and s → t then `v t : a.

Lemma 2.4 (Termination) If `v s : a then there exists a term t that does not reduce such that s → t. 2
∗

The small language presented in this section can be called reversible for the following reason. Given an iso
ω = { | v1 ↔ v10 | . . . | vn ↔ vn0 } ,
we can syntactically define the inverse ω −1 as the iso
{ | v10 ↔ v1 | . . . | vn0 ↔ vn } .
This inverse satisfies the following property.
Lemma 2.5 (Inverse) If `ω ω : a ↔ b and `v v : a, and if ω v →∗ w with w a value, then `ω ω −1 : b ↔ a
and we have that ω −1 w →∗ v.
2

3

Inverse categories

The simple reversible language of Section 2 can easily be modeled within the category PInj of sets and partial
injective maps. Indeed, suppose that we write {|a|} for the set of closed values of type a, that is, the set of
values v such that `v v : a. Because of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, for each well-typed function `ω ω : a ↔ b one
can define an injective set-map {|ω|} : {|a|} → {|b|} as follows: {|ω|}(v) = w whenever ω v →∗ w. Many of the
properties of PInj can be reflected in the language, for instance partiality and union of functions with disjoint
domain.
Example 3.1 Let ω1 and ω2 be respectively defined as
`ω { | injl x ↔ injr x } : a ⊕ b ↔ b ⊕ a,
`ω { | injr x ↔ injl x } : a ⊕ b ↔ b ⊕ a.
They correspond to two partial set-functions {|ω1 |} and {|ω2 |} defined on the disjoint union {|a|} ] {|b|}: {|ω1 |} is
defined on the {|a|}-component and {|ω2 |} on the {|b|}-component. Defined as
{ | injl x ↔ injr x | injr x ↔ injl x } ,
the iso ω of type a ⊕ b ↔ b ⊕ a can be regarded as the union of ω1 and ω2 —and in the set-model, their
denotation is such a union: {|ω|} = {|ω1 |} ] {|ω2 |}. This works only because the functions {|ω1 |} and {|ω2 |} are
compatible on their common domain of definition.
The category PInj has been extensively studied and its structure analyzed within the framework of inverse
categories [19,20,21,22,34,35]. These categories formalize the notion of partial inverse morphisms and also
conveys a natural definition of joins (without relying on coproducts) :—least upper bounds—, which shall be
shown as the best way to denote the pattern-matching, as discussed in Example 3.1.
This section therefore aims at a rapid introduction to inverse categories: it contains the necessary material
needed to read and understand the remaining sections: it is far from stating all the results and interests of
restriction and inverse categories. A reader interested in the subject may for instance refer to [20,21,22,34,35]
for further information.
4
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3.1

Restriction category

The definition of a proper partial function requires a formal way to write the “domain” of a morphism f ,
through a partial identity f called restriction.
Definition 3.2 (Restriction [20]) A restriction structure is an operator that maps each morphism f : A →
B to a morphism f : A → A such that
f ◦f =f

(2)

f ◦g =g◦f

f ◦g =f ◦g

(3)

(4)

h◦f =f ◦h◦f

(5)

A morphism f is said to be total if f = 1A . A category with a restriction structure is called a restriction
category.
Remark 3.3 When unambiguous, we write gf for the composition g ◦ f .
Example 3.4 Any category can be given a restriction structure by saying that all morphisms are total, but
this is definitely not interesting as a model. The standard non trivial example of restriction category is Pfn,
the category of sets and partial functions. Given a partial function f : A → B, we can define its restriction
operator as f (x) = x on the domain of f and undefined otherwise.
Throughout this paper, we manipulate functors. These are often required to keep the restriction structure
intact; hence the following definition.
Definition 3.5 (Restriction functor [30]) A functor F : C → D is a restriction functor if F (f ) = F (f )
for all morphism f of C. The definition is canonically extended to bifunctors.
3.2

Inverse category

Our goal is to denote reversible operations: this requires some form of inverse. The restriction operator gives
a notion of domain of morphisms, and moreover, f is meant as an identity function on this domain; thus the
composition of f with its presumed inverse should be equal to its restriction. Hence the next definition. Note
that inverse categories were invented [19] before restriction categories, but the order of definitions used here is
believed more convenient by the authors.
Definition 3.6 (Inverse category [30]) An inverse category is a restriction category where all morphisms
are partial isomorphisms; meaning that for f : A → B, there exists a unique f ◦ : B → A such that f ◦ ◦ f = f
and f ◦ f ◦ = f ◦ .
The canonical example of inverse category is PInj, the category of sets and partial injective functions. It is
actually more than canonical:
Theorem 3.7 ([19]) Every locally small inverse category is isomorphic to a subcategory of PInj.

2

Example 3.8 Let us fix a non-empty set S. We then define PIdS as the category with one object ∗ and with
morphisms all of the sets Y ⊆ S. Composition is defined as intersection and the identity is S. Intersection
also gives us a monoidal structure with unit S. Note that the category PIdS can be regarded as a subcategory
of PInj, where each morphism Y ⊆ S corresponds to a partial identity defined on Y . The category PIdS can be
endowed with a structure of inverse category by defining morphisms as their own restriction and partial inverse.
From PIdS we can define PId⊕
S as the inverse category whose objects are (generic) sets, and morphisms are
defined as follows: f : A → B is a pair f = σf , {Xaf }a∈dom(σf ) where σf is a partial injective map between
sets A → B, and where each Xaf is a morphism of PIdS . Composition in PId⊕
S is done pairwise with classical
composition of functions for σ and the composition in PIdS for the rest. The identity over A is the pair made
of the set-identity on A together with S for each a ∈ A. The restriction and partial inverse are generated from
those of PInj and PIdS for each element in the pair.
3.3

Compatibility

To give a denotation to isos in the programming language considered in Section 2, it is compulsory to find a way
to combine terms such as ω1 and ω2 in Example 3.1. More generally speaking, we need to combine morphisms
of the same type A → B to make a “join” morphism. First, we have to make sure that the morphisms are
compatible: f and g are compatible if they are alike on their common “domain”, and can behave however they
like when the other does not apply. Since we aim at building a model for (partial) bijections, compatibility of
the partial inverse is also checked.
5
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Definition 3.9 (Restriction compatible [30]) Two morphisms f, g : A → B in a restriction category C
are restriction compatible if f g = gf . The relation is written f ^ g. If C is an inverse category, they are
inverse compatible if f ^ g and f ◦ ^ g ◦ , noted f  g. A set S of morphisms of the same type A → B is
restriction compatible (resp. inverse compatible) if all elements of S are pairwise restriction compatible (resp.
inverse compatible).
Example 3.10 In PInj, let us consider f, g : {a, b, c} → {a, b, c} defined as identities on their domains where:
dom(f ) = {a, b}, dom(g) = {b, c}. It is pretty clear that f  g. However, if we consider h : {a, b, c} → {a, b, c}
defined on {b, c} as h(b) = a and h(c) = c, then f and h are not compatible.
3.4

Joins and ordering on morphisms

When considering partial set-functions, a natural notion of order can be built on functions by considering
domain-inclusion: we can say that f ≤ g if g is defined on the whole “domain” of f and both behave the same
there. When considering models of reversible languages, joins are used to model pattern-matching [34,31]: each
clause is a partial function, and the complete pattern-matching can then be represented with the join of the
clauses. This notion can be extended to restriction categories as follows.
Definition 3.11 (Partial order [20]) Let f, g : A → B be two morphisms in a restriction category. We then
define f ≤ g as gf = f .
Example 3.12 Consider PIdS from Example 3.8: we have X ≤ Y iff X ⊆ Y . For PId⊕
S we have f ≤ g iff
dom(σf ) ⊆ dom(σg ) and, for all a ∈ dom(σf ), σf (a) = σg (a), and, for all a ∈ dom(σf ), Xaf ⊆ Xag .
Proposition 3.13 Let us consider f, g : A → B such that f ≤ g. Then, whenever h : B → C, we have
hf ≤ hg. Similarly, whenever h : C → A we have f h ≤ gh.
2
As discussed in Example 3.1, the isos ω1 and ω2 can be combine to form the “join” morphism ω. This
notion of join is defined in the context of restriction categories as follows.
Definition 3.14 (Joins [35]) A restriction
W category C is equipped with joins if for all restriction compatible
sets S of morphisms A → B, there exists
s : A → B morphism of C such that, whenever t : A → B and
s∈S

whenever for all s ∈ S, s ≤ t,
!
s≤

_
s∈S

s (6),

_

s ≤ t (7),

s∈S

_

s=

s∈S

_

s (8),

f◦

s∈S

_
s∈S

s

!
=

_
s∈S

f s (9),

_
s∈S

s

◦g =

_

sg (10).

s∈S

Such a category is called a join restriction category. An inverse category with joins is called a join inverse
category.
Example 3.15 Consider the morphisms f, g from Example 3.10. They are compatible, and f ∨ g = 1{a,b,c} .
It is easy to verify that e.g. f ≤ 1{a,b,c} and g ≤ 1{a,b,c} . Let us consider h, k, l : {a, b, c} → {a, b, c} such that
h(a) = b and undefined otherwise, k(b) = c and undefined otherwise, and l defined as l(a) = b, l(b) = c and
l(c) = a. We have h ≤ l and k ≤ l. Besides, h ∨ k is the function whose domain is {a, b} and sending a 7→ b
and b 7→ c. We therefore have h ∨ k ≤ l.
The join operator admits a unit, as follows.
Definition 3.16 (Zero [30]) . Since
W ∅ ⊆ HomC (A, B), and since all of its elements are restriction compatible,
there exists a morphism 0A,B = s∈∅ s, called zero.
Lemma 3.17 ([30]) Whenever well-typed, the zero satisfies the following equations: f 0 = 0, 0g = 0, 0◦A,B =
2
0B,A , 0A,B = 0A,A .

4

Semantics of isos

In this section, we turn to the question of representing the terms and isos of the language presented in Section 2.
Instead of using the concrete category PInj as suggested in the header of Section 3, we aim at using general,
inverse categories.
4.1

Representing choice and pairing

One of the problem to overcome is the denotation of pairing and sums. If a standard categorical denotation
for the former is a monoidal structure, the latter is usually represented with coproducts. Such a notion is
6
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however slightly insufficient. Indeed, for being able to join independent clauses in pattern-matching (as shown
e.g. in Example 3.1), it has to interact well with the restriction structure. This lead to the development of
disjointness tensor. If Giles [34] was the first one to introduce the notion of disjointness tensors, in this paper
we rely on the definition of [30].
Definition 4.1 (Disjointness tensor [30]) An inverse category C is said to have a disjointness tensor if it
is equipped with a restriction bifunctor . ⊕ . : C × C → C, with a unit object 0 and morphisms ιl : A → A ⊕ B
and ιr : B → A ⊕ B that are total and such that ι◦l ι◦r = 0A⊕B .
Lemma 4.2 ([34]) A disjointness tensor (⊕, 0) in a category C gives rise to a structure of coproduct: for all
objects A and B of C, (A ⊕ B, ιA , ιB ) is a coproduct for A and B.
2
To model the types of Section 2, we therefore essentially need a disjointness tensor and a monoidal structure.
Similar to what happen in the category PInj, they need to relate through distributivity.
Definition 4.3 ([31]) Let us consider a join inverse category equipped with a symmetric monoidal tensor
product (⊗, 1) and a disjointness tensor (⊕, 0) that are join preserving, and such that there is an isomorphism
δA,B,C : A ⊗ (B ⊕ C) → (A ⊗ B) ⊕ (A ⊗ C). This is called a join inverse rig category.
Example 4.4 The category PId⊕
S is a join inverse rig category with the following structure.
•

•

.
A ⊗ B = A × B, the usual cartesian product. If f : A → B and g : C → D then we define σf ⊗g (a, c) =
f ⊗g .
(σf (a), σg (c)) and X(a,c) = Xaf ∩ Xcg . The unit 1 is the singleton set.
.
A ⊕ B = A ] B, the disjoint union. If f : A → B and g : C → D we define σf ]g (ιl (a)) = ιl (σf (a)),
.
f ]g .
f ]g .
f
g
σf ]g (ιr (c)) = ιr (σg (c)), Xιl (a) = Xa , Xιr (c) = Xc . The zero is the empty set.

Note how in P Id⊕
S if S is of cardinality at least 2 there are several morphisms 1 → 1. In particular a morphism
1 → 1 ⊕ 1 is not necessarily an injection.
4.2

Orthogonality between morphisms

In the description of the language, the definition of isos heavily relies on orthogonality. In this section we define
this notion over morphisms in an inverse category.
General definitions of orthogonality in inverse categories exist, but we have chosen to manipulate a more
practical one. Our notion introduced below verifies all the axioms set in [34] for orthogonality of morphisms.
We shall then see in this section that orthogonal values produce disjoint morphisms.
Definition 4.5 (Disjointness) f : A → B, g : A → C are disjoint iff f g = 0.
To picture it, one may say that disjoint morphisms have an empty common domain of definition. We can
then prove that some of the axioms of morphism orthogonality stated in [34] hold for disjointness, expressed
with the lemmas below.
Lemma 4.6 (Left-composed disjointness) Let f1 : A → B1 , f2 : A → B2 , g1 : B1 → C1 , g2 : B2 → C2 be
morphisms. If f1 f2 = 0, then g1 f1 g2 f2 = 0.
2
Lemma 4.7 (Right-composed disjointness) Let f : A → B, g : A → C, h : D → A be morphisms. If
f g = 0 then f h gh = 0.
2
Lemma 4.8 (Disjoint compatibility) If f1 f2 = 0 then f1 ^ f2 .

2

This last lemma is very natural: if two morphisms apply on strictly different domains, they are compatible.
It also allows to underline that disjointness is a right choice to picture orthogonality.
4.3

Semantics of types and values

In order to model the types of the language presented in Section 2, the most natural is to consider a join
inverse rig category to capture the tensor and the sum-type.
Let us then fix such a join inverse rig category C. Each type a is given an interpretation as an object in
the category C, written JaK. If a type α has n constants, it is necessary to choose JαK such that there are n
morphisms fαi : 1 → JαK (i = 1 . . . n) that are total and pairwise disjoint, following Definition 4.5. The set of
these morphisms will be written Sα .
A sequence of types .or of terms is denoted with the tensor product of the interpretations: J∆K = Ja1 K ⊗
· · · ⊗ Jan K whenever ∆ = xq1 : ay1 , . . . , xn : an . Then we define the semantics of values and terms by induction
on their definition: we set ciα = fαi ∈ Sα . The typing judgment of variables gives the following denotation:
7
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.
Jx : a ` x : aK = 1JaK : JaK → JaK. Now let us consider f = J∆ ` v : aK. We have the following denotation:
.
J∆ ` injl v : a ⊕ bK = ιl ◦f , and similarly for
. the right-projection. If f = J∆1 ` v1 : a1 K and g = J∆2 ` v2 : a2 K,
we can define J∆1 , ∆2 ` hv1 , v2 i : a1 ⊗ a2 K = f ⊗ g. When ∆1 , ∆2 are empty, f ⊗ g : 1 ⊗ 1 → Ja1 K ⊗ Ja2 K will
be identified with the type 1 → Ja1 K ⊗ Ja2 K since there is a total isomorphism between 1 and 1 ⊗ 1.

Remark 4.9 By abuse of notation, we shall write JvK in place of J∆ ` v : aK when the context is clear.

The semantics of values v1 , v2 of type a within a context ∆ are morphisms J∆K → JaK. The interesting
part in terms of orthogonality is the codomain of these morphisms: intuitively, if they were sets, we would
◦
want them to be disjoint. This explains why we are manipulating morphisms such as JvK : JaK → JaK in the
following lemma.
◦

◦

2

Lemma 4.10 (Orthogonality) If v1 ⊥ v2 , then Jv1 K Jv2 K = 0.

Lemma 4.10 is proven by induction on the definition of orthogonality over values. It heavily relies on the
fact that ι◦l ι◦r = 0, property of our category C that we have settled with Definition 4.1.
4.4

Iso semantics

The aim of this section is to build the denotation of isos:
`ω { | v1 ↔ v10 | . . . | vn ↔ vn0 } : a ↔ b.
Such a denotation should be a morphism JaK → JbK. It should directly depend on the denotation of the
individual clauses, as hinted in Example 3.1. Within the inverse rig category C, we aim at showing that JωK Jvi K
◦
◦
is equal to Jvi0 K Jvi K Jvi K. This shows that the morphisms that we need to join are of the form Jvi0 K ◦ Jvi K : we
thus need them to be compatible. Their compatibility is a direct conclusion of Lemmas 4.6, 4.8 and 4.10.
◦

◦

2

Lemma 4.11 If v1 ⊥ v2 and v10 ⊥ v20 , then Jv10 K ◦ Jv1 K  Jv20 K ◦ Jv2 K .
v10

vn0

}, thanks to the orthogonality constraints on
Definition 4.12 For a well-typed iso { | v1 ↔ | . . . | vn ↔
◦
clauses the morphisms Jvi0 K ◦ Jvi K form a family of pairwise compatible morphisms. We can rely on it to build
the semantics of isos as
J`ω { | v1 ↔ v10 | v2 ↔ v20 . . . } : a ↔ bK =

_
i

◦

Jvi0 K ◦ Jvi K : JaK → JbK .

(11)

We can finally define the denotational semantics of the remaining terms of the language. Let F be the denotation
J`ω ω : a ↔ bK and g be J`v t : aK. Then J`v ωt : bK is F ◦ g.
4.5

Towards soundness

In order to validate the semantics, a standard expected result is soundness: the fact that whenever t → t0
we also have JtK = Jt0 K. The main difficulty lies in the denotation JωtK in Definition 4.12. Indeed, suppose
that ω : a ↔ b is defined as { | v1 ↔ v10 | v2 ↔ v20 }. Whenever a closed term t of type a reduces to w, and
that ω w reduces, thanks to the safety properties we know that there exists some i and a substitution σ such
that σ[vi ] = w and ωt →∗ σ(vi0 ). We therefore need JωtK to be equal to Jσ(vi0 )K, that is, since we should have
JtK = JwK if we had soundness,
◦
◦ 
◦
(Jv10 K ◦ Jv1 K ) ∨ (Jv20 K ◦ Jv2 K ) ◦ JwK = Jvi0 K ◦ Jvi K ◦ JwK .

(12)

This amounts to ask that the pattern matching carries over joins in the category.
In the literature [36,37,34,23,31], the problem is solved by capitalizing on sum-like monoidal tensors, in
particular the disjointness tensor of Giles [34]. As sketched in [31], one can follow the following strategy. First,
one has to make sure that the denotation maps all types to objects of the form 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 1. Then, capitalizing
on the structure of language, one shows that the only possible morphisms of type 1 → 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 1 representable
in the language are coproduct injections. The behavior of the pattern-matching is then categorically mimicked,
getting Equation (12) directly from the properties of the injections.
However, as for instance in the category PId⊕
S of Example 4.4, in general join inverse rig categories morphisms of type 1 → 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 1 are not necessarily injections. This calls for a weaker condition, independent
from the coproduct. This is the subject of the next section.
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5

Pattern-matching categories

As discussed in Section 4.5, the denotation of iso is a join over several morphisms, each mapping a particular
pattern to its image through the iso. In the operational semantics, the “choice” of the pattern is expressed over
the notion of orthogonality of values: indeed, if a value matches a pattern, this value is necessarily orthogonal
to the other patterns. This is ensured by the straightforward definition of orthogonality. We have presented
in Section 4.5 a way to transfer this notion of orthogonality to morphisms in join inverse rig categories, based
on the structure of disjointness tensor. In this section, we discuss a notion of categorical pattern-matching
independently from disjointness tensors, in particular generalizing the approach of [34,31].
This is the main contribution of the paper.
Example 5.1 To illustrate our approach, consider a language only consisting of (1) tensors and (2) enumtypes α = {cα } and β = {c1β , c2β , c3β }. Let us then consider the full subcategory of PInj, with objects consisting of
the sets of cardinality power of 3. This sub-category can serve as a sound model of the language, including the
pattern-matching. Note how the handling of the pattern-matching is independent from any disjointness tensor
as the category does not feature coproducts.
5.1

Non decomposability and pattern-matching categories

Concretely, in order to get pattern-matching, we manipulate expressions of the form (f ∨ g)h and the idea
would be to find a property over h which would lead to (f ∨ g)h being equal either to f h or to gh, without
having to rely on coproduct injections. For this matter, we introduce several definitions of non decomposability
– roughly meaning that the morphism cannot be written with a join.
Definition 5.2 (Strongly non decomposable) A morphism h : A → B in a join inverse category is called
strongly non decomposable (snd) when if h = f ∨ g with f, g : A → B, then f = 0 or g = 0.
Definition 5.3 (Linearly non decomposable) A morphism h : A → B in a join inverse category is called
linearly non decomposable (lnd) when if f ≤ h and g ≤ h with f, g : A → B, then f ≤ g or g ≤ f .
Definition 5.4 (Weakly non decomposable) A morphism h : A → B in a join inverse category is called
weakly non decomposable (wnd) when if h = f ∨ g with f, g : A → B, then f ≤ g or g ≤ f .
Remark 5.5 Let us observe that snd ⇒ lnd ⇒ wnd.
Even if they look alike, these definitions imply large differences. A strongly non decomposable morphism
does not have any morphism strictly less than itself, except 0. On the other hand, linear non decomposability
allows a certain order of morphisms, with a linear constraint. Finally the weak form gives very few information,
as shown in the following example.
Example 5.6 (Weakly non decomposable morphism) Consider a subcategory of PInj with one object
{a, b, c} and with the identity and the four partial isos: f of domain {a, b}, g of domain {a}, h of domain
{b} and 0 of empty domain. This subcategory is a join inverse category. In this subcategory, the identity is
weakly non decomposable: it cannot be written as a join without itself in it. Nonetheless, the morphism f is
decomposable: the property of weakly non decomposability is not downwards closed, contrary to the two other
notions. Weak non-decomposability then lead to very different results from the other notions.
Definition 5.7 (Pattern-matching) A weakly (resp. linearly, strongly) pattern-matching category C is a
join inverse category in which for all f, g ∈ HomC (A, B) and h ∈ HomC (C, A), if f ^ g and h is weakly (resp.
linearly, strongly) non decomposable, then
(f ∨ g)h = f h

or

(f ∨ g)h = gh.

Note that we do not need the compatibility of the inverses to define the pattern-matching.
This straightforward definition of what we would like to have in our category is, however, difficult to
grasp and manipulate; therefore we introduce an equivalent presentation: the correspondence between the two
definitions is shown in Theorem 5.9.
Definition 5.8 (Consistency) A join inverse category is said weakly (resp. linearly, strongly) consistent
when h : A → B weakly (resp. linearly, strongly) non decomposable implies that for all morphism f : B → C,
the morphism f h is weakly (resp. linearly, strongly) non decomposable.
Theorem 5.9 A weakly (resp. linearly, strongly) consistent join inverse category is a weakly (resp. linearly,
strongly) pattern-matching category.
2
Indeed, if a join f ∨ g is composed on the left with a non decomposable morphism h, consistency ensures
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that f h ∨ gh stays non decomposable. This means that it can be only be one of the morphisms that form the
join, which is exactly pattern-matching.
Theorem 5.10 A weakly pattern-matching category is weakly consistent.

2

This theorem validates the choices of definition made above, and it underlines a strong link between patternmatching and non decomposability.
Notwithstanding, an inverse category is not necessarily a weakly pattern-matching category:
Example 5.11 (Not weakly consistent) Consider the subcategory of PInj presented in Example 5.6. Although id{a,b,c} is weakly non decomposable, the composition (g ∨ h)id{a,b,c} is equal to g ∨ h = f , different from
both g and h: the subcategory is not weakly consistent.
Thus, if we were willing to work with weak non decomposability, not every inverse category can be involved.
As shown below, the notions of linear and strong non decomposability let us consider any inverse category. Of
course, the complexity does not disappear: it simply moves from the definition of the category to the number
of morphisms that we can consider, since linear and strong non decomposability are far more demanding
properties than the weak one.
Theorem 5.12 A join inverse category is strongly consistent.

2

Even if it is not a surprise, this result is interesting. Strongly non decomposability is a very demanding
property; but since it implies some morphisms being equal to 0, composing on the left naturally does not
change the property.
Example 5.13 A morphism in a join inverse category can be linearly non decomposable without being strongly
non decomposable. Indeed, consider the (join inverse) sub-category of PInj whose only object is {a, b}, and with
morphisms 0, id and f , the partial identity whose domain is {a}. Then we have 0 < f < id{a,b} . While it is
linearly non-decomposable, the identity is not strongly non-decomposable.
Fortunately, we still have the following result:
Theorem 5.14 A join inverse category is linearly consistent.

2

Remark 5.15 Linear decomposability is then the best property to consider for pattern-matching. In the context
of pattern-matching categories, linear non decomposable maps then essentially correspond to “pure” values waiting to be matched against a set of “orthogonal” clauses —this orthogonality being captured by the compatibility
of the morphisms representing the clauses.
5.2

The case of our language

The previous subsection being an attempt to develop a categorical theory of pattern-matching, we can now
take a look at how it would apply to the case of the minimal language of Section 2, whose only base type is
the unit type with one single constant. Its semantics in a join inverse rig category C is straightforwardly given
by the identity id1 over 1, the unit of the monoidal structure. We are in the context of Section 4.5, where all
closed values are denoted with morphisms 1 → 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 1, but where in the category, in general morphisms of
this type are not necessarily injections —and there are more than one morphism 1 → 1.
Theorem 5.16 (Denotation of closed values) In a join inverse rig category C, if id1 is weakly (resp. linearly, strongly) non decomposable, then the denotation of a closed value v of the minimal language is weakly
(resp. linearly, strongly) non decomposable.
2
Then in any join inverse category with id1 linearly —or strongly—
q 0 y in◦ the context of
W 0 non◦ decomposable,
Sec. 4 the previous results allow us to apply pattern-matching:
Jv
K
Jv
K
JvK
=
vi0 Jvi0 K JvK.
i
i
i

Example 5.17 Example 4.4 is a nice way to picture a id1 that is non-trivial. Suppose that S contains at
least two elements. Then id1 in PId⊕
S is not even weakly non decomposable; if we consider the subcategory
SubPId⊕
with
S
=
{a,
b,
c},
and
with
corresponding morphisms on PIdS {a}, {a, b} and {a, b, c} only, then
{a,b,c}
id1 is linearly non decomposable but not strongly so.
Note how SubPId⊕
{a,b,c} is indeed a join inverse rig category, as the tensor is derived from the intersection
on sets.
5.3

Soundness and adequacy

From Theorem 5.16 we can derive the fact that any join inverse rig category where id1 is linearly nondecomposable forms a sound and adequate model for the minimal language. The remaining results assume
such an ambient semantics.
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Lemma 5.18 (Substitution) In the minimal language, for any value ∆ `v vi0 : a, ∆ `v vi00 : b and `v v : a,
y q y
q
◦
2
we have σ(vi00 ) = vi00 Jvi0 K JvK.

Corollary 5.19 (Soundness) If t → t0 , then JtK = Jt0 K.

2

Theorem 5.21 (Adequacy) If t1 and t2 are closed, well-typed terms, then t1 ≡op t2 iff Jt1 K = Jt2 K.

2

Definition 5.20 (Operational equivalence) Let’s consider two terms t1 , t2 . We define t1 ≡op t2 as both
t1 →∗ v and t2 →∗ v.

6

Discussion and conclusion

Consider again Example 5.17. Following the same technique presented in the literature [31], one could be
able extract from the minimal language of Section 2 a sub-category of PId⊕
{a,b,c} able to capture a notion of
pattern-matching. However, this approach does not tell us anything about the categorical structures required
to capture it: the machinery presented in Section 5 aims at answering this question.
⊕
In particular, we discussed in Example 5.17 a subcategory of PId⊕
{a,b,c} : in SubPId{a,b,c} , the morphism id1 is
linearly non-decomposable; Lemma 5.18 then shows that Equation (12) of Section 4.5 is correct in SubPId⊕
{a,b,c}
while Theorem 5.21 guarantees that this subcategory is actually adequate: it strictly sits in between the image
of the language and the whole category PId⊕
{a,b,c} .
In general, although the notions of pattern-matching and linear non-decomposability we presented in this
paper are sufficient to recover a notion of pattern-matching, a question that is however left open is whether
they are necessary. This is left as future work.
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